On the synthesis of viral ribonucleic acids and ribonucleoproteins in the submitochondrial system completely free of interfering cytoplasmic contaminations.
The synthesis of virus-specific macromolecules was studied in the reconstituted system containing inner membrane-matrix fraction from rat liver mitochondria and infectious RNA of Venezuelian equine encephalomyelitis (VEE) virus. In a series of preliminary experiments it was shown that isolated submitochondrial fraction was completely free of interfering cytoplasmic contaminations and particularly, of cytoplasmic 80S ribosomes. VEE RNA when added to submitochondrial system caused significant stimulation of RNA and protein synthesis. These processes were resistant to actinomycin D which inhibited profoundly the synthesis of proper mitochondrial macromolecules. The stimulating effect of VEE RNA in experiments with submitochondrial system was about three times higher than that with intact mitochondria. The stimulation of 14C-amino acid incorporation increased as a function of incubation time; a certain lag-period being observed. The newly formed virus-specific RNA's and ribonucleoproteins were identified with the aid of sedimentation analysis. In particular, radioactive RNA's with sedimentation coefficients 40S and 26-18S were isolated from the incubated system. These RNA's are similar respectively to VEE genome RNA and double-stranded VEE replicative RNA. In double labelling experiments with 3H-uridine and 14C-amino acids it was shown that VEE RNA induced synthesis of ribonucleoproteins containing newly formed RNA and protein. These RNP possessed sedimentation coefficients 60-80S, 140S and 300S in sucrose gradient and buoyant densities 1.32 and 1.50 g/cm3 in cesium chloride gradients. These properties of ribonucleoproteins synthesized de novo in submitochondrial system are close to those of RNP intermediates of VEE virus reproduction in the infected cells. We concluded that viral RNA could program virus-specific synthesis in the submitochondrial system under conditions that eliminated the contribution of cytoplasmic ribosomes.